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contents editorial note author's preface introduction extracts notes. e ditorial n ote. some religious
problems facing the parsi community - parsi religion 9. the parsis are the followers of the zoroastrian
religion, preached in ancient iran by their prophet zoroaster (zarathushtra in their oldest scripture, avesta).
they recognize ahura mazda "wise lord", or simply ahura "lord", or simply mazda "wise" as one almighty god,
and the creator of all creations. parsi ethos in the novels of sidhwa - rjelal - community for betraying the
secrets of the parsi religion in the form of caricature. but it has instances of sidhwas conformity to the
acceptable and benevolent concepts of the zoroastrianism. jaydipsinh dodiya in his book bapsi sidhwa writes:
the crow eaters depicts the parsi mind, short synopsis of modern scientific thought qua the parsi ... - 1.
his views on the parsi religion are manifestly based upon the western scientific thought, which was prevalent
in the 19th century, and ignore the mystical currents which started flowing in science from about 1930, and
have, in this last decade of our century, gathered considerable momentum. 2. parsis and racial suicide parsizoroastrianism - when the parsi woman marries a non-parsi, following a proselytizing religion: in that,
case the woman is almost sure to be proselytized herself. hence, it is advisable for a parsi girl to look before
she leaps. it may, however, be conceded that a mixed marriage is not a crime, for, had it been so, the law
would have seen to it long ago. rituals in parsi culture - language and literature - religion. it is clearly
depicted in nergis dalals skin deep in the celebration of navjote for nazz and yasmin (twin sisters) at their
grandmothers house. as a parsi, nergis dalal wants to reveal the parsi culture through her writings to society at
large and also passes the culture to next generations of parsi.
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